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Abstract
Barcoding is a powerful tool enabling the batch analysis of cell populations1. The abundant mass channels
available in mass cytometry or Cytometry by Time of Flight (CyTOF) support per-sample barcoding,
which allows numerous samples to be processed concurrently. The resulting increase in throughput and
reduction in experimental variability have made barcoding a widely used tool in multiplexed cytometric
studies1. Most live cell barcoding approaches, however, are restricted by species, cell lineage, or fixation
state. In this Capstone project we demonstrate a live cell barcoding method that mitigates those
restrictions, increasing the diversity of samples that can be concurrently measured in a CyTOF
experiment. Thiolated wheat germ agglutinin (tWGA) has affinity for most membrane bound cells and is
stable enough to be conjugated with metal isotopes. We demonstrate the utility of tWGA conjugates as a
live cell barcode before fixation and across cell lineage. Our comparator is a percentage of CyTOF events
falling within defined Mahalanobis and barcode separation distance ranges called percent good
debarcoded (PGD). We show that this tWGA barcode approach has a PGD of 73% with a z-score of
-0.87, which we claim to be comparable to 11 other barcoding methods tested with an average PGD of
81%.
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Introduction
Mass cytometry has become an indispensable

tool in high parameter biomedical research. It allows
researchers to detect metal-conjugated antibodies that
are bound to antigens of interest on single cells. Its
capability can be further expanded through a technique
called barcoding, which labels cells originating in
different samples such that they can be processed
concurrently and later differentiated. (Figure 1).

Traditional barcoding techniques, which can be
traced back to the 1970s, use combinations of
fluorophores to establish unique barcodes across a set of
samples used in flow cytometry2. This fluorophore-based
method, however, is limited by features inherent to
fluorescent measurement including autofluorescence and
spectral overlap. There is a more restrictive limit on the
dimensionality of data and thus the complexity of a
barcode in fluorescent cytometry. Mass cytometry is a
much more recent technological advance, introduced in
2009, that ameliorates some of the limitations associated
with fluorescence.
CyTOF increases the potential dimensionality of
cytometry experiments by labeling samples with metal
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isotopes instead of fluorescent markers. Abundant
unique mass/charge ratios on metal isotopes mean
researchers can multiplex experiments to a greater extent
than within the bounds set by spectral overlap.
Experiments with 40+ simultaneous parameters are
relatively common using CyTOF, the utility of which
contributed significantly to its rising popularity. As of
2019, the number of papers published using mass
cytometry has more than quadrupled since 20153.

Despite its popularity, there are limitations to
experimental complexity even within the realm of mass
cytometry. Traditional mass barcoding involves the
fixation and permeabilization of cells before barcodes,
which often target a specific intracellular antigen, can be
employed4. In experiments with fixation-sensitive
epitopes, however, staining must occur before barcoding,
which limits the optimization of such a workflow. Live
cell barcoding was a solution to that predicament, saving
time and material by allowing sample pooling to
happen before fixation and permeabilization. The
tWGA method proposed in this report is an example of
live cell barcoding, which is typically characterized by
attachment to the cell surface rather than an
intracellular target. An existing and significant
limitation, though, is that most antibodies used in live
cell barcoding are restricted to a particular cell lineage5.
Wheat germ agglutinin (WGA), however, is known to
have cell surface affinity across species and cell
lineage, making it a promising candidate for use in a
universal live cell barcode5,6. WGA also has a strong
history of use in cytometric research. It gained
popularity in the 1980s as a reagent for neuronal tracing
studies7 and has since become a useful
membrane-labeling tool across fluorescence
microscopy and cytometry. As a result, it is widely
available in both conjugated or free molecule form. It
has also seen significant use in CyTOF specifically as a
proxy for cell size and the characterization of bacteria.
WGA’s frequent use in research stems from its affinity
for glycoproteins expressed in cell membranes8. To our
knowledge, there is no reported membrane-bound cell
that does not have surface affinity for WGA. Easily
acquired, well-documented, and with the appearance of

ubiquitous membrane affinity, WGA is a potential
solution for existing limitations in live cell barcoding
workflows.

Results
The proposed barcode, given asWGA 20Plex,

falls within the range given by 11 other barcodes used by
labs in both the Department of Biomedical Engineering
and School of Medicine at the University of Virginia
(Figure 2). We compare the barcodes using a metric
called percent good debarcoded (PGD) which is based
on two statistical factors: barcode separation distance
and Mahalanobis distance (Figure 3). Barcode
separation distance is defined as the scaled difference
(0-1.0) between the least intense barcode mass and the
most intense non-barcode mass within the file. A high
barcode separation distance is desirable, as it shows a
strong differentiation between barcoded and
non-barcoded mass. For calculating PGD, we accept all

measurements with barcode separation > 0.1.
Mahalanobis distance measures the distance between a
point and its population distribution and is essentially
used to exclude outliers. We reject anything with a
Mahalanobis distance >20 for calculating PGD.
PGD can be understood to represent the proportion of
debarcoded measurements or “events” that fall within
desired constraints. A higher PGD indicates a more
successful barcode in that measurements are sufficiently
distinguishable from non-barcoded masses and that the
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population of measurements has acceptably low
variability.

The WGA barcode approach developed in this Capstone
project had a value of approximately 73%, which was
within the range of barcodes currently being used in
several University of Virginia labs. With a z-score of
-0.87, the WGA method is within one standard deviation
of the mean PGD, which we interpret to be a competitive
result.

Methodology and Materials
The processing of CyTOF data after barcoding

was done using popular cytometric data analysis
software OMIQ. Significant time was spent developing
and testing the data preparation steps needed to compare
the WGA barcode to data derived from other existing
barcodes. These preparation steps can be divided into
four main subprocesses: normalization, cleanup,
debarcoding, and review.

Normalization
Data outputted by the CyTOF machine is loaded

into a normalizer program. This program corrects the
signal drop off that occurs over the course of a flow
cytometry run9. Since metal ion buildup causes the
cytometry sensor to lose sensitivity over time, a set of
calibration beads that are easily pinpointed by the
analysis program are spiked into the sample prior to
measurement. As a part of the normalization process, the
user draws gates over distributions of CyTOF data,
sectioning off junk volume outside of the singlet masses.

These gates are drawn several times, further refining the
selection window until just beads and “good” cells are
shown. The program then removes the calibration beads,
so that the normalized file contains just the cells in
question, corrected for variance within the CyTOF run.

Cleanup
The cleanup process includes a series of gating

tasks that isolate singlet cells within a normalized file.
The cleanup process begins with scaling the file, making
sure that the original user view encompasses all of the
data from the CyTOF run. After the file has been
scale-checked, gates are created on the following
parameters: center, offset, width, residual, bead distance,
and live vs. dead cells. When gating, OMIQ is able to
differentiate a variety of cell types and pulse shape
metrics against time, plotting time on the horizontal axis
of a chart and the type/metric on the vertical axis. As
you go through the gating process, every step removes
events outside the drawn gate, and another gate is drawn
over what is left to further refine the selection region
until all that is left is singlet cells.

The first four gates are done on gaussian
parameters defining the CyTOF pulse, center, offset,
width, and residual. Center refers to the mean of the
pulse, offset is the distance from the base of the pulse to
the zero line, width is the standard deviation, and
residual represents how well the data fits the gaussian
model10. A gaussian model is used to describe CyTOF
data due to the bimodal nature of having a varying range
of cell expression rather than definitive absences or
presences of cells within a pulse11. The bead distance
metric is used in order to separate doublet cells that may
have shown up merged during the course of the flow
cytometry run, as they will show up as higher mass
single cells in analysis if not removed. Finally, a gate is
drawn on live vs. dead cells, in order to fully remove
every cell that is not a live singlet (Figure 4).
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Debarcoding
After the file has been cleaned, it is loaded into a

debarcoding program to generate individual files for
each sample. The debarcoding program, developed by
Professor Eli Zunder of UVA Biomedical Engineering,
takes the cleaned file as well as a debarcoding key as
inputs. The program analyzes CyTOF events and
identifies attached metal isotopes, looking for
combinations derived from a 6 pick 3 arrangement. It
separates them based on the sample number
corresponding to the specific combination of metal
isotopes. For a 6 pick 3 barcode, a maximum of 21 files
will be outputted. This includes one for each of the 20
samples involved and a final file for all events that could
not be assigned to a specific barcode. These files can
then be loaded back into OMIQ for review.

Review
We consider several metrics in order to

determine relative efficacy in comparing existing
barcodes to our proposed WGA method. Throughout the
cleanup and debarcoding process, counts of total
debarcoded cells, split into what can be called “good”
and “bad” debarcoded cells, and non-debarcoded cells
are registered and displayed. Labeling a barcode as good
requires cells to have just three of the six isotope tags,
meaning that the debarcoding program will be able to
place them into one of the 20 output individual sample
files. A bad debarcode is a cell where more or less than 3
isotope tags are present (due to “mixing” as sample
isotope tags bleed onto other samples), and these events
are ones found outside the barcode separation vs.
Mahalanobis distance acceptable range gate. Finally,

non-debarcoded cells are those that were missing isotope
tags, and so were not grouped by the program and are
placed into the 21st “unassigned” file. At this point,
sufficient data has been generated and cleaned to
calculate PGD and make a comparison between
barcoding methods.

Barcode Preparation
Using WGA as an attachment mechanism for

barcoding was facilitated by an earlier lab discovery that
enabled the use of commercially available
thiol-maleimide conjugation kits. 2-iminothiolane
(Traut’s Reagent), which has been previously used to
conjugate WGA for applications in drug delivery, was
used to stably thiolate WGA. This thiolated WGA,
termed tWGA, would react at room temperature with
polymer-bound metals, supporting the formation of a
physical barcode compound. For the purposes of this
project, a 20-plex 6 pick 3 palladium barcode is used,
although tWGA is theoretically compatible with other
heavy metal conjugations.

In the absence of commercial barcode kits,
palladium barcode labels could be prepared based on a
protocol for the chelation of isothiocyanobenzyl-EDTA
and palladium ions12. In this case, the palladium heavy
metal isotopes are purchased separately, with special
attention paid to purity as the efficacy of the barcode will
be dependent on pure palladium stock. In this procedure,
isothiocyanobenzyl-EDTA serves as a polymer to which
palladium ions are attached. To prepare the chelated
compound, isothiocyanobenzyl-EDTA and a specific
palladium isotope are mixed at a 2:1 molar ratio, snap
frozen in liquid nitrogen, and lyophilized overnight
before being mixed in a 6 pick 3 combinatorial
arrangement and placed into storage12.

tWGA and the combinatorial palladium
chelations can then be mixed, resulting in combinations
of three palladium isotopes bound to WGA molecules, as
schematized in Figure 1. WGA coming from storage
will be lyophilized, so the first step in adding the heavy
metal barcode labels is reconstitution in an applicable
buffer solution (Fluidigm Maxpar Antibody Labeling
Kit). Once in solution, a milliliter of 1g/mL WGA
solution is added to a 50kDa filtered centrifuge tube and
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washed in three separate centrifuge runs using the
suspension buffer. The metal isotope is then resuspended
in buffer and added to the same tube as the washed
WGA. This mixture is gently mixed and then incubated
in a water bath at 37 °C for 90 minutes. A series of four
more washes and centifugations are done to thoroughly
mix the WGA and isotopes. Any unbound isotope or
WGA is also washed out during this process. The final
volume is tested using a nanodrop spectrometer to
validate an acceptable concentration of conjugated
WGA.

Barcode Application
Cell samples are taken from storage, thawed,

and quickly placed on ice. Cells are spun down and
resuspended to a pre-specified dilution volume. The
barcode is then added from a prepared master mix as
described in the previous section. The samples are
thoroughly mixed and incubated for 30 minutes on ice.
Each sample is spun down and resuspended in 200 uL of
cold staining buffer twice before being combined into a
new conical for batch CyTOF processing.

Additional live cell surface staining can occur
immediately after application of the WGA barcode. For
live cell surface staining it may also be advisable to do a
viability stain before fixation. Intracellular staining can
then occur after fixation and permeabilization.

Discussion

Future Implications of New Approach
The development of a universal live cell barcode

will further increase the power of high throughput single
cell analyses. tWGA’s extensive compatibility across cell
types may open the door for new experiments requiring
parallel processing of diverse cell populations. An
example of a potential study enabled by the WGA
approach would be in investigating the immune response
to tumor growth. Traditionally barcoding approaches,
such as using a CD45 antibody conjugate to target
immune cells, would not allow for a single experiment to
capture the interplay between immune cells and
potentially relevant tumor cells5. A barcode capable of
labeling both cell types in one sample might enable

researchers to discover mechanisms of communication
between these different cell types, observe up or
downregulation of particular proteins, or establish a
causal relationship between observations while
mitigating cross-experiment variability.

Hypothesis and Aims of Design Project
This main hypothesis addressed by this project

was whether WGA could be used to barcode cells in a
CyTOF workflow. Our proposal divided that question
into two key aims: demonstrate efficacy for a WGA
barcode and file a provisional patent application. Over
the course of the year, we tested the barcode and
implemented a rigorous data processing pipeline to show
that WGA has an efficacy on par with several existing
barcoding procedures. Successfully getting to the PGD
metric and compiling data from across several research
labs for our comparative analysis was in completion of
the first aim. Submission of a provisional patent
application went through on Wednesday, May 1, 2024 in
completion of the second aim.

Improvements and Future Steps
WGA performed below average for our set of barcode
PGDs, but improvements can still be made to optimize
its efficacy. A deeper understanding of the mechanism
through which WGA has affinity for cell surfaces may
help us engineer stronger attachment. WGA’s affinity for
cell surfaces comes, at least partly, from selective
binding to N-acetylglucosaminyl (GlcNAc) and
N-acetylneuraminic acid (sialic acid) residues on
glycoconjugates and oligosaccharides found throughout
the cell membrane6. However, it is not clear whether this
is a comprehensive explanation of WGA's affinity for
cell surfaces. WGA may have affinity across a broader
set of membrane glycoproteins. Additionally, it is likely
that different cell types express varying amounts of
glycoprotein and might then have varying efficacy under
a WGA barcode. Variation in the size of cells may also
contribute to varying barcode efficacy. An important
future step is thus to continue testing the barcode against
a variety of cell types to better characterize where it is
effective, as well as improving the preparation and
storage process to allow for a longer barcode shelf-life.
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Design Constraints
Early design constraints were an important guide

in the development of this new barcoding approach.
Each design constraint was quantitatively defined for
both acceptable and ideal outcomes. First, tWGA needed
to efficiently attach to cells across lineage and without
permeabilization. This led to a design constraint for
attachment efficacy, which we observed as the percent of
debarcoded events after CyTOF. Acceptable values fall
within the 70-80% range, with ideal results greater than
80%. Attachment efficiency for each of the tested
barcodes can be found in Table 1 under percent
debarcoded.

We developed two additional constraints to
define the efficiency and quality of debarcoding:
debarcoded events and debarcode quality. The metric for
debarcoded events was %debarcoded, for which
acceptable values fall within the 80-100% range. In the
ideal case, %debarcoded would be >90%. Debarcode
quality is given by PGD, which is acceptable above
70%, but ideally above 85%. Another design criteria,
barcode longevity, refers to an issue our method is
currently having with conjugated isotopes and WGA
deteriorating in storage. Barcode efficacy drops after
approximately two months in cold storage. Ideally, the
longevity design constraint would entail stable
conjugations for greater than 5 months. Developing a
new storage approach is an ongoing process, but waste
can be mitigated by making smaller batches to conserve
reagents. The final design specification, cost, is derived

from a broader discussion on how to make this
procedure competitive with existing methods. The WGA
barcoding method needs to be financially on par or
cheaper than its counterparts if we expect widespread
adoption of the technique. The goal of competitive
pricing led to a metric of cost-per-run in the $150-200
range. Reagent costs are heavily dependent on which
new isotopes are added to the panel. Commercially
available conjugation kits are in the $200+ range and
typically contain enough material for 4 reactions.
Assuming a 20-plex barcode configuration, reagent
cost-per-run comes to approximately $40. This value
may be reduced if using reagents and barcodes prepared

in-house. Additional costs factored into cost-per-run
including CyTOF machine/core use fees, labor, and other
miscellaneous expenses.

Assumptions and Limitations
A lack of funding was a significant limiting

factor throughout the course of this project. Each isotope
used in the barcode was ~$200 for six reactions worth of
material, and we had run out by the end of the fall
semester. Funding sources were explored to no avail,
both within the BME department and School of
Medicine at UVA. While a CyTOF run had been
completed with the full barcode, for a number of reasons
we would have liked to have been able to run additional
experiments. As stated before, the shelf life of stored
barcodes was below that stated in our design constraints.
Without more isotopes to conjugate, our preparation and
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storage methods could not be analyzed for changes to
increase the longevity of the barcode.

Literature reports that WGA attaches to cell
membranes without regard to cell lineage or type, but
these claims were not tested in conjunction with our
barcode, as we were only able to run it with one sample
of mouse cells. We would have liked to experimentally
demonstrate efficacy of our barcode across a variety of
cell types and species, but were unable to due to
monetary constraints.

Conclusion
Barcoding offers significant savings in both time

and resources for labs running CyTOF experiments, but
current methods remain limited by sample specificity. In
this capstone project we demonstrate the efficacy of a
live cell barcoding technique using wheat germ
agglutinin as an attachment agent, which attaches to all
membrane-bound cells regardless of type or lineage. In
comparison with 11 other barcodes the WGA 20 Plex
method had a 73% PGD value and the average across all
methods was 81%. Our value falls within the acceptable
range for a barcode method meaning that WGA can
effectively be used to barcode live cells of all types.

With further funding the barcode would be
refined, as barcode deterioration while in storage may
have contributed to a lower PGD value. We would also
like to test WGA 20 Plex with other cell types to validate
the claim made in literature that WGA attaches
ubiquitously across all cells. A provisional patent
application has already been submitted for the method
and if companies are interested talks will commence on
licensing the method out to them, but it will remain free
for other labs to use for their CyTOF experiments.
Through dissemination of our barcoding method, labs
will be able to optimize their workflows and make great
time and money savings, while also being able to only
work with one barcode as opposed to a different one for
each experiment involving a new cell type.
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